As planning technology improves, Arti cial Intelligence planners are being embedded in increasingly complicated environments: ones that are particularly challenging even for human experts. Consequently, failure is becoming both increasingly likely for these systems (due to the di cult and dynamic nature of the new environments) and increasingly important to address (due to the systems' potential use on real world applications). This paper describes the development of a failure recovery component for a planner in a complex simulated environment and a procedure (called Failure Recovery Analysis) for assisting programmers in debugging that planner. The failure recovery design is iteratively enhanced and evaluated in a series of experiments. Failure Recovery Analysis is described and demonstrated on an example from the Phoenix planner. The primary advantage of these approaches over existing approaches is that they are based on only a weak model of the planner and its environment, which makes them most suitable when the planner is being developed. By integrating them, failure recovery and Failure Recovery Analysis improve the reliability of the planner by repairing failures during execution and identifying failures due to bugs in the planner and failure recovery itself.
Introduction
As planning technology improves, Arti cial Intelligence planners are being embedded in increasingly complicated environments: ones that are particularly challenging even for human experts.
Consequently, failure is becoming both increasingly likely for these systems and increasingly important to address. Failure is increasingly likely because of the di cult and dynamic nature of the new environments; failure is increasingly important to address because of the systems' potential use on applications such as scheduling manufacturing production lines 26] and Hubble space telescope AI planners determine a course of action; it may be the next action to be taken or may be a long sequence of actions. Plan failures may be caused by actions not having their intended e ects, by unexpected environmental changes or by inadequacies in the planner itself. Plan failures may be discovered as the plan is being developed or during its execution. This paper describes an integrated approach to dealing with both types of failure, which uses feedback from failure recovery to help debug plan failures and improve failure recovery. This approach was developed as part of my thesis research 10] on improving the reliability of the Phoenix planner.
Approaches to Improving Planner Reliability
In general, software failures have been addressed in two ways: automated failure recovery and debugging. The rst involves designing the software to detect and repair its own failures. The second method is to debug the software to remove the causes of failure.
The rst part of this paper describes the design and the design methodology of automated failure recovery for an AI planner. The second part describes a procedure (called Failure Recovery Analysis or FRA) for analyzing the performance of failure recovery and identifying how the planner's knowledge base might in uence the occurrence of particular failures. The two parts are tightly integrated; as Figure 1 shows, failure recovery is like a loop within FRA. Failure recovery repairs failures that arise during normal planning and acting. FRA \watches" the performance of failure recovery for clues to bugs in the planner and informs the designer of the bugs. The designer can then attempt to repair the plan knowledge base to prevent the failure from occurring again and, using FRA, can evaluate whether the repair was successful.
The two loops are coordinated by common access to the knowledge base of plans and failure recovery methods. During the inner loop, plans are instantiated to achieve goals in the target environment and are repaired using failure recovery methods stored in the plan knowledge base; during the outer loop, plans are analyzed to understand the observed behaviors and are repaired to avoid detrimental behaviors.
The Target Planner and its Environment
This research was developed using the Phoenix system 4] 1 . The Phoenix system consists of a simulated environment, a set of agents that operate in that environment and an experimental interface for running experiments and collecting data.
The simulated environment is forest re ghting in Yellowstone National Park. Fires spread at rates and directions that are in uenced by weather (e.g., temperature, wind speed and direction, and humidity) and by terrain (e.g., ground cover, variations in elevation, moisture content in the foliage and natural and arti cial boundaries, relines). Agents work together to contain forest res by removing fuel from their paths (a process called \building reline). A single agent, the reboss, directs eld agents as to where to build reline and how to navigate through the burning forest. The reboss also directs support agents (e.g., fuel carriers, watchtowers and helicopters) and integrates the information gathered by them. Figure 2 shows the interface to the Phoenix system. The map in the upper part of the display shows Yellowstone National Park north of Yellowstone Lake and prior to the famous res. Features such as wind speed and direction are shown in the window in 1 The basic Phoenix planner as described in 4] included no failure recovery component; the research described in this paper augments the original system. the upper left, and geographic features such as rivers, roads and terrain types are shown as light lines or grey shaded areas. Four bulldozers are building reline around a re near the center of the gure. A watchtower is visible at the top near the center.
Due mostly to the dynamics of the environment (e.g., weather changes and re starts), the environment is challenging for current planning technology. To address the dynamics, Phoenix agents possess an architecture that consists of two layers of control, as well as sensors and e ectors.
The lowest layer, re exes, address changes that occur quickly. Re exes take pre-programmed action in reaction to simple, easily recognized situations. At a higher, more time consuming and deliberative level, the planner coordinates actions and avoids detrimental plan interactions. The planner is the focus of the e orts to improve reliability because the re exes are extremely limited in their abilities and scope.
Plans in this environment and with this planner tend to fail fairly often. Plans can fail because they are based on assumptions of environment change or lack thereof that prove to be overly optimistic. Plans can fail because they are based on obsolete, uncertain or limited information.
Phoenix plans also fail because they include bugs and could not possibly have not been tested in all possible situations.
Failure Recovery
The purpose of failure recovery is to repair, as e ciently as possible, the plan so as to resume progress toward the failed plan's goal. The failures can be either planning time (e.g., inability to produce a plan or problems detected during o -line checking) or execution time (e.g., due to changes in world state or actions not achieving their desired e ect). Most of the planning literature has addressed planning time failure, while literature about robotics and more general software tends to address execution time failure.
The two basic approaches to failure recovery are backward and forward recovery 14]. In backward recovery, the system is returned to some previous correct state and resumes execution from there. Backward recovery requires that actions can be undone and that the system has full control over its environment; these requirements preclude backward recovery for many robotics and planning systems. Forward recovery transforms the failure state to a correct state by repairing the failure 6]. Approaches to forward recovery di er on how they decide on the appropriate transformation or repair: through formal analysis, normal planning, or heuristics.
Formal analysis approaches decide how to repair failures by referencing a complete model of failures and their causes. Time Petri net models, real-time logic and fault tree analysis are common techniques for modeling the causes of failures and for guiding recovery in software (e.g., 14, 19] ).
Formal theories of planning and replanning have been proposed to guide plan modi cation (e.g.,
12,18]).
Failure recovery can be treated as a normal part of the planning process. Lesser's Functionally Both recovery through formal analysis and as part of planning require that the planner employs a strong model of what to do in any situation, including failures. Heuristic approaches allow for gaps in knowledge and apply recovery methods to repair the failure. Typically, heuristic approaches operate by \retrieve-and-apply" 21] which maps observed failures to suggested responses. The most comprehensive and commonly used domain-independent strategy is replanning (e.g., 15, 30] ), which involves restating the planning problem and re-initiating planning. Other domain-independent recovery methods are based on an informal model of how that planner's plans fail and can be modi ed (e.g., 3, 30] ). Robotics and other areas that treat planning as a subtask have favored domain-dependent recovery methods (e.g., 16, 29] ).
Many di erent approaches have been proposed for failure recovery; most depend either on the domain or on the planner design. However, the literature o ers few suggestions about how to design failure recovery for a new planner or domain. For constructing domain-dependent recovery programs, Nof et al. 20] propose a four-step framework: analyze the task, develop alternative recovery strategies, determine a selection strategy, and update based on experience with the system. Similarly, Simmons advocates starting the system with basic competence at its task (i.e., no failure recovery) and then adding execution monitoring and failure recovery methods as needed 23]. Wilkins 30] advocates combining both domain-independent and domain-speci c methods; the system can try the more e cient domain-speci c methods when they are available, but fall back on the domain-independent, when necessary.
Designing Failure Recovery for Phoenix
Most of the previously mentioned approaches to failure recovery classify the failure and select from a set of methods for adapting the plan in progress, as shown in Figure 3 . The system continues to execute (planning and acting) until it recognizes that its actions are failing. Then, the system deals with the failure by taking some corrective action. The approaches di er in their classi cation of failures and their recovery methods; the designer needs to decide on the failure classi cation and the set of recovery methods for a new domain. The approach to these decisions that is adopted in this research is to begin with a exible method selection mechanism and a core set of recovery methods and then re ne the set by evaluating failure recovery performance in the host environment. This section will describe the basic design of failure recovery for the Phoenix planner and the methodology that directed the re-design and evaluation of that failure recovery component.
Design of Failure Recovery: In Phoenix, failures can be detected during construction of the plan or during its execution, and can be due to anything from rapid change in the environment to bugs in the plans. At present, the Phoenix reboss detects ten types of failures, and bulldozers detect ve types, as shown in Table 1 In Phoenix, failure recovery is initiated in response to detecting a failure, an event that precludes successful completion of some plan. Failure recovery iteratively tries recovery methods until one works, at which point the plan is resumed. For example, Figure 4 depicts the ow of control between failure recovery and the rest of the plan for an insu cient progress failure (a failure detection mechanism determined that the plan is taking too long to complete). Failure recovery deals with this failure by searching a library of recovery methods for those applicable to the failure type. It selects one method from the possible set and executes it. If the recovery method succeeds, then failure recovery completes and the rest of the plan executes; otherwise, it abandons the current attempt, selects another method and tries again. This process continues until a method succeeds or it runs out of methods to try.
The recovery methods make mostly simple repairs to the structure of the failed plan. Consequently, these methods can be used in di erent situations, do not require expensive explanation, and provide a response to any failure. This strategy sacri ces e ciency for generality and results in a planner capable of responding to most failures, but perhaps in a less than optimal manner.
An ideal set of methods should be a combination of general and domain-speci c methods where the domain-speci c methods provide the most e cient response to failure and the general methods provide a fallback for cases never before encountered. Failure recovery was started with the six methods listed in Table 2 , and domain-speci c methods were added based on evaluating the performance of the existing set.
The rst four methods make changes local to the failed action and surrounding actions; the last two replan at either the next higher level of plan abstraction or at the top level. All of these methods make structural changes to plans in progress and are applicable to nearly all failures. These recovery methods, or ones very like them, have been used in other recovery systems. WATA is similar to the \retry" method described in 8]. RV and RA are Phoenix speci c forms of sipe's Reinstantiate 30] . SA is similar to \try a di erent action" in switch 22] and action substitution used for debugging in gordius 24] . The two replan methods, RT and RP, are constrained forms of the more general replanning done in many failure recovery systems. These recovery methods update the failed plan to better re ect new environment conditions (appropriate if the failure was due to the environment) or replace parts of the plan to circumvent the problem (appropriate if the plan failure was due to a bug in the plan).
Methodology: Tailoring Failure Recovery to Phoenix
Failure recovery was added to the Phoenix planner by gradually broadening the classi cation of failures and systematically adding new recovery methods to address them, evaluating the recovery methods as they were added. The key to the design process was understanding the e ect of new methods by evaluating the performance of the entire set.
The methodology was to de ne performance in terms of an expected cost model and use the model to direct improvements to the design 2 . The assumption underlying the cost model is that not all methods will predictably succeed. The model assesses the total cost of applying a sequence 
where C (S i ) is the expected cost of recovery for failure S i ; C (M a ) is the cost of employing an applicable method a; C F is the cost of failing to recover; and P (M a jS i ) is the probability of method a succeeding in failure S i .
The model is based on three assumptions about the independence of the parameters: 2 The cost model and experiments testing improvements were described originally, but in less detail in 11].
1. The cost of each method C (M m ) is independent of the situation S i . Because the recovery methods are designed to be domain-independent, intuition suggests that their costs may be independent of when they are used.
2. C (M m ) is independent of the order of execution of the recovery methods. Having tried one recovery method which failed should not cause other methods to be more or less expensive to execute.
3. P (M m jS i ) is independent of the order of execution of the recovery methods. If this assumption is true, then whether a recovery method is tried after another fails should have no e ect on whether the new methods succeeds.
These assumptions will not be true in all environments and planners. They were tested for whether they were true in Phoenix.
Experiment 1: Baselines for Performance
This experiment gathered baselines for the parameters in the performance model and tested the assumptions of that model in Phoenix. It consisted of 116 trials resulting in 2462 failure situations and 5558 attempts to recover from the failures. The three res were set at intervals of eight simulation hours. Approximately once an hour, the wind speed and direction were varied by up to 3 kph and up to 30 degrees. The agents were given failure recovery methods as described in Section 2.1. Recovery methods were selected randomly without replacement for each failure encountered (the one exception being that one failure type, insufficient-progress, could be repaired only by one of the two replan methods).
The experiment collected data on what failures occurred, what recovery methods were tried, the order in which recovery methods were tried, and the cost of executing the recovery methods.
Cost is measured in seconds of simulation time required to repair a plan using the method. This measure was chosen because it provides a uniform, non-domain-speci c assessment of what the agent loses by executing failure recovery: the agent loses time that might be spent generating other parts of the plan. This measure is not perfect, and other measures were considered as well.
One potential problem is that the cost measure assesses the environment only indirectly. The environment e ect of the loss of time on the goal of containing forest res is how much more of the forest burns while the reboss is thinking, how much fuel is consumed by bulldozers idling, and how many bulldozers are trapped by re while the reboss is thinking. However, such environment measures were rejected because they have several problems as cost measures in Phoenix. First, they would have to be combined, but they have di erent units (i.e., acres, liters and count of bulldozers) and di erent relative values as well (e.g., what is the cost of losing a simulated bulldozer and how does it compare to acres of forest). Second, these cost factors are highly variable estimates biased by environment conditions that do not re ect the relative costs in the recovery methods.
My knowledge of the planner suggests that no method in the basic set is more sensitive to the state of the environment (e.g., weather and terrain that also a ect these environment cost factors) than the rest, and so to simplify comparison, the cost metric should be selected to minimize the environment's in uence. As will be shown in the rst experiment, the cost measure appears to be largely insensitive to context.
Another problem is that it is di cult to determine the scope of the time required to repair a plan. This time certainly should include the time to execute the recovery method itself, but how much of the time to execute the repair should be included: everything directly or indirectly added, just the obvious di erences or just the repeated actions? For example, because the replan methods radically modify the plan, it is di cult to separate the newly added parts from the original. The cost measure was conservative and included parts of the original plan. This led to the paradox that replan methods that failed cost signi cantly less than those that succeeded.
Unfortunately, alternative cost measures (including environment-based metrics) produced similar results. Five other measures were tested in a pilot experiment; all the measures either exhibited the same problems or neglected major factors related to cost. At least for Phoenix, the precision of a single comprehensive measure of cost may be asking too much, but continues to be examined.
In the meantime, the simulation time measure of cost was used to give a general measure of the e ect of failure recovery design on cost.
On the question of whether the assumptions held on Phoenix, statistical tests on the data (ANOVAs for assumptions one and two and chi-square tests for assumption three) showed that the assumptions held for a subset of the methods 3 . In particular, the performance of the two replan methods was sensitive to the failure situation in which they are applied (assumption one) and to whether the replans follow other methods (assumptions two and three); the four remaining methods were insensitive to failure context and order of application. Hence, the local domain-independent methods appear to be insensitive to their context of application.
Experiment 2: Selecting Recovery Methods
Failure recovery, as implemented for experiment 1, selected recovery methods at random without replacement to repair each failure. The cost model can be used to guide the selection of recovery methods to minimize total cost. Simon and Kadane 25] showed that, for problems of the type described by equation 1, the expected cost of executing a sequence is minimized by the strategy of trying the methods in decreasing order of
which intuitively means \select the method that is most likely to succeed with the lowest cost". So if a single method has the best cost to success ratio, it may be the only method executed; if several methods are cheap but not guaranteed to succeed, then together they may still cost less than a single expensive, but certain of success method.
The rst improvement was to add the selection strategy to failure recovery for Phoenix and then re-run the same experiment scenario for about the same number of trials as in experiment 1. The costs of recovering from each failure type in this experiment were compared to the results from experiment 1. Table 3 shows the mean costs of failure recovery for each failure type and the percentage overall for each failure type 4 , for experiments 1 and 2. The mean recovery cost for the reboss was 2943 for Experiment 1 (sd = 3038, n = 1053) and 2500 for Experiment 2 (sd = 4024, n = 1026). A z-test 5 on the di erences between the mean recovery costs for the reboss in the two experiments yielded a signi cant result (z = ?2:83; p < :0023). Because not all of the assumptions of the model held, the selection strategy is not guaranteed to be optimal, but based on these results, it appears to signi cantly reduce the overall cost of failure recovery.
Experiment 3: Tailoring the Method Set
Intuition suggests that the best set of recovery methods are those tailored speci cally to a domain and the failures encountered there. By tailoring, one should construct the cheapest and most e ective methods for repairing the failure. This experiment tests that intuition by augmenting the recovery method set with methods designed speci cally for those failures that were being handled inadequately by the current set. Two new methods were added for each of the agents.
These methods were designed for failures that were both expensive and frequently occurring: ip, prj and ner for the reboss. The new methods were based on existing methods and were tailored to particular failures encountered by the Phoenix reboss planner.
For this experiment, 84 trials of Phoenix were run using the same experiment scenario as in the previous experiments; failure recovery incorporated the selection strategy used in experiment 2 with the two new methods added. As Figure 5 shows, the overall costs of failure recovery for the reboss decreased in the three failure situations addressed by the two new methods, but the costs 4 The large increase in the percentage of prj failures is due, at least in part, to the introduction of a programming bug that erroneously detected prj failures. Unfortunately, the problem was not detected until long after the experiment sequence.
5
A z-test compares the distribution of two samples for whether the di erences between the means, given the standard deviations, might have been due to noise.
increased in all but one of the other failure situations. Because the three targeted failures occurred frequently, this resulted in a reduction of the mean cost over all failure situations (from 2500 to 2355), but the reduction was not statistically signi cant.
Summary of Failure Recovery
The methodology followed for implementing failure recovery was to construct a basic set of general recovery methods and a model of expected cost and then run a series of controlled experiments to test ideas about how to improve performance, gradually re ning failure recovery to address the requirements of the environment. Based on the results of these experiments, it appears that an untuned set of methods performs reasonably well at least in Phoenix, and the method set can be tuned, within limits, to suit the environment better. The advantage of constructing failure recovery iteratively from general methods is that the system achieves a basic level of performance quickly;
the model guides the assessment of how much performance has improved.
In terms of constructing failure recovery for some other environment and planner, the most important result from these experiments is the insensitivity of certain properties of some general methods (the local methods) to aspects of their execution context: cost is independent of position and failure situation, and probability of success for a situation is independent of position of execution. The result is important both for design and methodological considerations. As designers, we know that if such independence assumptions hold in other planners, then we can use a similar ordering strategy and predict performance for these local methods. Furthermore, given the methodology of directing evaluation using a model, we can state and test some of the assumptions of our designs.
However, the interaction e ects observed when comparing failure type distributions suggest that even domain-speci c, specially designed methods can produce unforeseen interactions later in the plan. For example, two methods were designed speci cally to repair three types of failures.
Yet, these new methods had unexpected consequences: the type and frequency of failures changed (some increased, some decreased) and the cost of recovering from failures not addressed by the new recovery methods increased. The incidence of failures changed because the new recovery methods were preventing some failures, causing others, and permitting some plans to get further along before they failed. Because the recovery methods make mostly syntactic changes to the plan based on the content of the plan library, one suspects that it was not the recovery methods themselves causing the failures, but rather parts of the plan library. From this intuition developed the analysis method described in the next section. 
Failure Recovery Analysis: An Approach to Debugging the Plan Knowledge Base
Failure Recovery Analysis (FRA) exploits information about observed relationships between failures and repairs to help the designer discover how the planner or failure recovery may be causing failures 6 . This approach di ers from the previously mentioned approaches in three ways.
First, FRA uses execution time information to detect bugs in the planner's knowledge base. It does not debug plans as they are being developed, only after they have been applied in many situations. Second, FRA constructs a statistical model and compares it to a weak model of the planner's behavior. Thus, it integrates several types of models of behavior. Third, FRA involves a human user in the debugging process to judge the merits of possible changes, decide exactly how best to implement them and to compensate for the lack of complete model. As a consequence of 6 This section expands on the presentation of FRA originally published in the short paper 9] by providing more detail on FRA, evaluating aspects of the procedure and relating it to improving planner reliability.
these di erences, FRA is most appropriate when one cannot model behavior o -line (a model is unavailable or awed) and when the bugs are intermittent and may involve subtle interactions.
FRA is a partially automated procedure, implemented as a set of loosely coupled Lisp functions, that is directed by a human designer. The designer guides every step in the process, deciding where to focus attention and ultimately how to x the planner to repair the bug. FRA assists by uncovering possible causal relationships in execution data and matching them to structures in plans.
The knowledge structures supporting FRA are intended to identify failures caused by bugs in the planner rather than environment induced failures. Planned expansion of the knowledge structures includes adding environment-based explanations.
In FRA, plan debugging proceeds as an iterative redesign process in which the designer tests the design, analyzes its failure recovery behavior, and modi es the planner to remove aws (bugs and inadequate recovery). This cycle is depicted in Figure 6 . The process continues until the designer is satis ed that the planner is reliable. Although one might wish to examine the contribution of other environment events and planner actions, the current analysis is limited to just failures and recovery actions for two reasons. First, the experiments described in section 2.2 suggested that recovery actions in uence later failures and thus these traces, simple as they are, should help explain why. Second, expanding the set of in uences signi cantly complicates the analysis. However, future work will focus on how to expand the set of factors included in the traces while managing the increased complexity of the analysis.
Future versions of FRA should exploit the additional information.
Given the execution traces, we can now begin the analysis. The analysis has several parts and involves mapping from the evidence of patterns found in execution data through hypothesizing how the planner could have caused the patterns to arise. Figure 7 shows each of the steps, which will be described in detail in the remainder of this section.
Statistically Search for Signi cant Patterns The rst step in analyzing failure recovery is to check the execution data for patterns that might indicate causal in uences on the occurrence of failure. These patterns, called dependencies, are statistical models of signi cant co-occurrences between recovery e orts and failures. Dependencies tell the designer how the recovery actions in uence the failures that occur and how one failure in uences another.
From this step, we want to discover whether some set of recovery actions and failures occur with unusual frequency before a particular failure. To do so, we compare the frequency of the co-occurrence (combination of particular failures and recovery actions, called a precursor, followed by a particular failure) to the rest of the patterns in the execution traces. We count the number of times that the target precursor is followed by the failure, the number of times that the precursor is not followed by the failure, the number of times any other precursor is followed by the failure and the number of times that any other precursor is followed by any other failure. These four counts are arranged in a 2x2 contingency table (as in Table 4 ), and a G-test 7 is applied to the table to test the signi cance of the di erences in the observed ratios. A G-test on this table yields G = 42:9; p < :001, which suggests that the contingency table in Figure 4 is extremely unlikely to have arisen by chance if R sp and F ip are independent. 7 Roughly speaking, the G-test and its more familiar variant, the Chi-square, test whether two factors appear to be related by comparing ratios of their relative frequencies in the sample.
Dependencies are between any precursor and some failure. This analysis uses three types of precursors: recovery actions (R), failures (F) or pairs of a failure and the recovery action that repaired it (FR). If we test for dependencies in all three types of precursors, we shall nd cases of overlap: we observe dependencies involving both a particular action itself (e.g., R a ) and the action in combination with some failure (e.g., F f R a ). To distinguish whether the action itself or the combination best describe the relationship, we can apply a variant of the G-test to determine the contribution of each combination to the e ect of the action itself. In this way, a large set of overlapping dependencies can be reduced to a smaller set of mutually exclusive dependencies. Currently, FRA includes nine explanations. Two of these are:
Implicit Assumptions Two actions make di erent assumptions about the value of a plan variable to the extent that the later action's requirements for successful execution are violated. This can be xed by adding new variables to the plan description to make the assumptions explicit or changing the plans so that the incompatible actions are not used in the same plans.
Band-aid Solutions A recovery action may repair the immediate failure, but that failure may be symptomatic of a deeper problem, which leads to subsequent failures. This can be xed by limiting how the recovery action is used or substituting a new recovery action.
The explanations amount to hypotheses of what might have gone wrong. They do not precisely determine the cause, but rather attempt to provide enough evidence of aws in the recovery actions or the planner to help the designer decide how to x the bug. The modi cation is left to the designer.
Applying Failure Recovery Analysis to Debugging Phoenix
To demonstrate the utility of FRA, it was applied to nd and x a bug in the Phoenix planner.
Additionally, the sensitivity of the statistics to the amount of execution data available was tested.
The example demonstration shows that the modi cations based on FRA are e ective at reducing the incidence of a particular failure. This section will describe empirical results of the e ects of sample size and provide advice on selecting the appropriate size.
Running a Cycle of FRA
The last experiment described in section 2.2 provided execution traces for demonstrating FRA.
Those traces were searched for dependencies. A dependency that was both signi cant and included a failure that was expensive to repair was R sp F ip ] (its contingency table is shown in Table 4 ). The numbers in the contingency table show that F ip follows R sp a signi cantly higher proportion of times (52=85 = :61) than it follows other recovery actions (240=883 = :27). So we conclude that F ip depends on R sp . Next, the dependency is mapped to suggestive portions of the plan knowledge base. R sp substitutes three types of re prediction actions, and failure F ip is detected by a monitoring action.
Together, the two types of actions appear in three di erent re ghting plans. Each such plan is checked for suggestive structures that involve the actions in the dependency. All three plans in-clude the same suggestive structures: sequential ordering and shared variable, which were described previously.
Finally, the suggestive structures are used to explain the dependency. The shared variable can cause a failure if the substituted re prediction action sets the variable di erently than was expected by the envelope action (i.e., \shared assumptions" explanation). The prediction may not be speci ed well enough to be properly monitored or may violate monitoring assumptions about acceptable progress. Alternatively, the recovery action R sp could lead to F ip if the recovery action is repairing only a symptom of a deeper failure (i.e., \band aid solutions"). The re may be raging out of control or the available resources may really be inadequate for the task.
Modi cations to the Phoenix planner were implemented based on the example analysis and tested by starting another cycle of FRA. The primary modi cation was one of the two suggested by FRA. The selected modi cation was intended to x implicit assumptions. This modi cation has two parts: rst, check how the prediction calculation actions set and the monitoring action uses the variable attack-projection (which is a model of where the re should be contained), and second, make explicit the di ering assumptions of the three actions that set the variable so that the monitoring action can use the assumptions. The other potential modi cation, which xes a band-aid solution, was rejected because it requires limiting the application of the suspect recovery action. In this case, the recovery action had been added to improve recovery performance in two expensive failures, removing it would set performance back to previous levels.
Checking the code for the prediction actions and the monitoring action showed that the values set by the three prediction actions varied widely. The monitoring action uses summaries of the resources' capabilities, set by the re prediction actions, to construct expectations of progress for the plan. The three prediction actions di ered in what capabilities were included in those summaries (e.g., rate of building reline, rate of travel to the re, startup times for new instructions, and refueling overhead). Because the monitoring action assumed that the summaries re ected only the rate of building reline, the conditions for signaling failures e ectively varied among the di erent prediction actions. To accommodate these di erences, the prediction actions were restructured to set separate variables for each of the capabilities; the monitoring action then combines the separate variables to de ne expected progress. In addition, a few minor bugs were xed in the calculation of the summaries.
Normally, in the next part of the redesign cycle, the designer would determine whether the modi cation achieved the desired e ect: the observed dependency disappeared and the incidence of failure changed for the better. In this case, the modi ed planner was tested in 87 trials of the same experiment setup used for the earlier three experiments. Analyzing the resulting traces for dependencies showed that all four of the dependencies involving re prediction actions and the monitoring action that were previously observed | R sp ; F ip ], F ner R rp ; F ip ], F prj R rp ; F ip ], and F prj R ra ; F ip ] | were missing from the modi ed planner's execution traces. Additionally, the modi cations led to a lower incidence of a general failure to calculate re predictions (F prj ); F prj accounted for 20.8% of the failures in the previous experiment and only .3% in this experiment. By repairing a hypothesized cause of failure and related bugs, one would also expect the overall rate of failures to decline. The data showed a decrease in the mean failures per hour from .41 in the previous experiment to .33 in this experiment.
From the standpoint of improving reliability of the Phoenix planner, this example was interesting because it was di cult to debug. Because there is a long time delay between the execution of the recovery action and the failure detection, no one had thought to check the much earlier event as a source of the failures. Also, the re prediction actions (the actions added by R sp ) involve extremely complex code, which is di cult to debug. Consequently, the information provided by FRA was useful in tracking down bugs in the re prediction code.
Collecting Enough Data?
Many factors will in uence the utility of FRA. It cannot hypothesize a bug if it is not found in the plan knowledge base or in the knowledge base of experiences. Of course, neither can it attempt to explain a detrimental interaction or causal dependency if it has not been detected. Due to the statistical and heuristic nature of this procedure, it is impossible to make guarantees about what will be found and what will slip through. With respect to the experiential knowledge (i.e., the suggestive structures and the explanations), one can assume that increasing the number and diversity of the structures and explanations should eventually lead to capturing all but the most rare bugs, assuming that they can be observed as patterns in the execution traces. With respect to the statistics, one expects the patterns detected will actually be due to noise with probability 0:05
and that the likelihood of detecting a pattern will depend on the amount of data and the subtlety of the pattern. While I have not found a formal characterization of the relationship between the data and the pattern, its rami cations have been explored empirically.
Much of the e ort required to detect dependencies is expended collecting execution traces.
Fortunately, the G-test (the statistical basis for detecting dependencies) is additive, which means that G values for subsets of the sample can be added together to get a G value for the superset. If the ratios (the relative values of the top and bottom rows) remain the same but the total number of counts in the contingency table double, then the G value for the contingency table doubles as well.
Consequently, given execution traces with few patterns, the G-test can nd strong dependencies, but given more patterns, it will also nd subtle dependencies. To select the sample size, one should conduct a pilot experiment to determine how much time is required to collect the data and what types of dependencies can be detected. If you can detect an interesting set of dependencies (dependencies that given more knowledge about the workings of the program indicate previously unsuspected interactions), then use that sample size in subsequent trials; otherwise, collect more samples.
The e ect of simply increasing the amount of data in the contingency table is clear; the e ect of the subtlety of the pattern (i.e., how di erent is it from the rest) is more complicated, given the mathematics underlying the G-test. One empirical way to assess the e ect is to ask whether, in practice, dependencies tend to be subtle enough that if one or two fewer examples were found it would no longer be detected. The e ect was tested by \tweaking" the frequency counts found in the data to see how many of the dependencies would not have been detected if the counts in row one in the contingency table varied by a small amount. For four sets of execution traces (those from the three experiments plus the set from the fourth experiment described in the last section),
tweaking the values resulted in a loss of about 35% of the dependencies found previously. In other words, for the data from Phoenix, dependency detection is sensitive to small di erences in the content of the execution traces. Most of the dependencies that were vulnerable to the tweaking were based on execution traces that included few instances of the precursor/failure pattern, 52%
of the dependencies that disappeared were based on contingency tables in which one of the counts in the rst row was less than ve.
The implication of the \disappearing dependencies" is that rare or subtle patterns are especially sensitive to the amount of data and so should be viewed skeptically. Interpreting dependencies requires weighing false positives against misses. If one is trying to identify dependencies between precursors that occur rarely or failures that occur rarely, then additional e ort should be expended to get enough execution traces to ensure that the dependency is not due to random chance.
Summary
The purpose of Failure Recovery Analysis is to identify possible cases in which plans may in uence, exacerbate or cause failure. There are two reasons why analyzing failure recovery is a good way to determine why the planner fails. First, failure recovery in uences which failures occur.
Minor changes in the design of failure recovery produce signi cant changes in the number and types of failures. Second, failure recovery uses plans in ways not explicitly foreseen by its designers, but 
Future Work
The failure recovery methodology and FRA procedure promise to improve planner reliability and to expedite the development of plan knowledge bases for new environments by assisting designers in tuning failure recovery and debugging knowledge bases. However, at its present stage of development, this research is limited in several ways: the procedure is only partially automated and is implemented as a loosely organized set of Lisp functions, execution traces contain only failures and recovery actions, dependencies include only temporally adjacent precursors and failures, the set of recovery actions is still small, and the procedure has been tested only on the Phoenix planner.
Future research will address these limitations by \closing the loop" of gathering and analyzing execution data and by generalizing to a broader range of bugs and to another planner. Closing the loop refers integrating all of the tools necessary to support complete testing, analysis and repair of a planner during its development process. The designer will still direct the process, but will do so by selecting from sets of pre-de ned experiment scenarios and scripts for performing stereotypical analysis of the execution data. Generalization refers to expanding the set of recovery methods to be applied and the set of bugs that can be identi ed and applying the procedure to another planner.
The set of suggestive structures and explanations needs to be enhanced, especially when FRA is applied to another planner and environment. Additionally, the analysis of dependencies will be expanded to include other features over longer periods of time.
Conclusion
Certain software systems, so called ambitious systems 5], are prone to failure. These include systems being developed for novel or unfamiliar tasks, systems in unpredictable environments, or systems with organizational complexity. Failure is a consequence of complexity in the environment or the software and the fact that our facility in constructing complex systems has surpassed our ability to understand their behavior. Consequently, the software most likely to fail is that which is also hardest to understand and to debug.
The goal of the described research is to reduce the impact and likelihood of failures that result from a lack of understanding about how an AI planner will perform. Failure recovery provides a safety net for catching failures that cannot be avoided easily; the incremental methodology expedites building failure recovery suited to a particular planner and its environment. Failure Recovery Analysis should help programmers to debug planners under development because it requires only a weak model of how they perform and relies on statistical analyses of the execution of the planner.
Together, these approaches have been demonstrated to improve the reliability and the performance of the Phoenix planner. Future work should demonstrate the feasibility of applying the failure recovery design methodology and FRA to other planners as well. 
Abstract
Consequently, failure is becoming both increasingly likely for these systems (due to the di cult and dynamic nature of the new environments) and increasingly important to address (due to the systems' potential use on real world applications). This paper describes the development of a failure recovery component for a planner in a complex simulated environment and a procedure (called Failure Recovery Analysis) for assisting programmers in debugging that planner. The failure recovery design is iteratively enhanced and evaluated in a series of experiments. Failure Recovery Analysis is described and demonstrated on an example from the Phoenix planner. The primary advantage of these approaches over existing approaches is that they are based on only a weak model of the planner and its environment, which makes them most suitable when the planner is being developed. also wish to thank the anonymous reviewers for their comments, which helped clarify much of the presentation in the paper.
1. The basic Phoenix planner as described in 4] included no failure recovery component; the research described in this paper augments the original system.
2. The cost model and experiments testing improvements were described originally, but in less detail in 11].
3. Because the bulldozers do far less planning than the reboss, the bulldozer results tend to be similar, but less interesting. Consequently, only the results of the reboss are reported.
4. The large increase in the percentage of prj failures is due, at least in part, to the introduction of a programming bug that erroneously detected prj failures. Unfortunately, the problem was not detected until long after the experiment sequence.
5. A z-test compares the distribution of two samples for whether the di erences between the means, given the standard deviations, might have been due to noise.
6. This section expands on the presentation of FRA originally published in the short paper 9] by providing more detail on FRA, evaluating aspects of the procedure and relating it to 
